events

What Excites Us?
New Challenges.
What distinguishes us?
Our Originality.
What drives us?
Our love to Create,
Transform & Innovate.

We are

events

Founded by an organization with a strong Qatari
legacy that dates back to 1945, we are full service
events company.
We thrive on designing and executing innovative
solutions that suits our partners’ aspirations and
their brand, while delivering ultimate success
through every project we undertake.
Our expertise and professionalism have a solid
proven record and our work is memorable.

Listen
We begin every project by listening carefully to our clients
to understand their needs and then begin the process of
mapping out what our clients aspire to achieve.
Research
Through a process of research our teams then begin to
explore and test multiple creative avenues to achieve our
clients’ objectives. Every solution is tailor-made to suit the
unique and specific requirements our clients have.

Our Approach

Create
The solutions we create for our clients are original and strategic
in equal measure. We don’t compromise on creativity or strategy.
We believe that behind every bold and beautiful idea there is an
insightful solution that can be built to deliver very specific
results.
Deliver
By carefully planning every step of our process and weaving
each element through, our professional team delivers
efficiently the final output that carries the class, quality and
sheer magic our clients have come to expect from us!
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Audemars Piguet
Vendome Opening
The Vendome Store Opening at Vendome Mall
was a truly immersive experience.

Date
2022

In line with the brand guidelines, this
experience was nothing short from amazing.
Opposite to the store, we have fabricated and
set-up an installation dedicated to the 50th
anniversary of the Royal Oak.

Attendants
VIP
Location
Vendome Mall
Doha, Qatar

Inspired from the Watch design, Guests went
through an octagon installation, taking them
through a journey of time.
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Louis Vuitton
Events
A Trusted partner to LV, Digitek constantly
produces installations, events, entertainment
and coverage with the outmost dedication
and professionalism.
From their Vendome Store opening to their
private dinner at Lobito Del Mara, LV
promises nothing less than perfect quality to
its customers and guests. The same motto
we live by when partnering with LV.

Date
2022
Attendants
VIP event
Location
Vendome Mall
Lobito Del Mar
Doha, Qatar
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HIA
The Orchard expansion
inauguration
Creating and producing an event at Hamad
International Airport was a logistical challenge that
we were not afraid to take heads-on.
Our minimalistic design allowed the VIP guests to
fully grasp the big moment of the Orchard - HIA
newest expansion project.
Having created the stage and modular LED screens
and produced a full high-end documentary, the
cherry-on-top was the immersive arches leading the
guest to the magnificent new area.

Date
2022
Attendants
VIP private event
Location
HIA
Doha, Qatar
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Aquafina
Recycled bottle launch
Inspired by Aquafina’s color and pledge to
sustainability, this event’s design focused on the blue
color.
High-end element added a feel of luxury to the
industrial location offering guests an unparalleled
comfort.
Followed by a tour in the plant, our guests
experienced the manufacturing process of recycled
bottles after its official launch for the first time in
Qatar.

Date
2022
Attendants
VIP private event
Location
Pepsico Factory
Doha, Qatar
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Quintessentially
Launch event
Digitek has proudly executed Quintessentially’s
launch event in Qatar, That gives the key to
access the inaccessible for its members.
Digitek’s team worked closely on the
implementation and execution the event. From
360 degree screen to executing a custom made
gold wood key that represented the key to
luxury life.

Date
2022
Attendants
VIP private event
Location
Le Meridien
Doha, Qatar

Moreover a portal shaped door that gave the
feel of stepping a new world . The world of
luxury.
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Cartier
Ramadan private event
Being the standard setter for Luxury, Cartier
promises its clientele more than high-end products,
but also experiences of the highest caliber.
For Ramadan 2022, Cartier indulged their VIP
customers to a lavish dinner at one of Doha’s
most exclusive restaurants, Wahaj, which is
located inside Galeries Lafayette at 21 High St.

Date
2022
Attendants
VIP private event
Location
Wahaj Restaurant
Doha, Qatar

The complete takeover introduced designs perfectly
complimenting Cartier’s brand guidelines, which was
meticulously designed and executed by Digitek’s
Events Team.
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Qatar Executive
G700 Reveal
Digitek has proudly and flawlessly executed a
minimalistic yet elegant event that mirrored the
features of the Gulf-stream G700 jet,
The newest addition to Qatar Executive fleet
of aircrafts.

Date
2021

Digitek’s team meticulously navigated through
the logistically challenging environment of
an airway in order to deliver all required elements
down to the finest details.

Location
Qatar Executive Hangar
Doha, Qatar

Attendants
VIP private event

Due to the success of the event, the setting was
extended for a 2nd day in order to accommodate
a higher number of VVIP attendees while respecting
the COVID restrictions.
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Louis Vuitton
Pop-up private event
Louis Vuitton is a brand known for its boldness,
creativity, a well crafted blend of tradition and
innovation and a kindle of dream and fantasy.
When LV ventured into a pop-up store
at 21 High St Katara that featured 3 different
monthly themes inspired from the “Art-de-vivre”
that LV embodies, it was only natural to climax the
fashion fiasco with an event fit to the brand’s
identity and values.

Date
2020
Attendants
VIP private event
Location
21 High st
Doha, Qatar

Digitek conceptualized and produced a private
event that was attended by Doha’s elite.
The elegant setting complimented perfectly
LV’s exclusive collection of fashion items.
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New Cartier Store
Inauguration
Few brands in the world represent luxury
such as Cartier. That’s why when we were
commissioned to design and produce
the new Cartier store inauguration event
we didn’t mind about the challenge of
building an entire Majlis with such level of
perfection in less than a week, or
producing an exhibition of Jacques
Cartier’s journey to the Middle East ready
to last 1 week outdoors and an entire
façade 3D projection mapping...

Date
2019
Attendants
VIP private event
Location
21 High st
Doha, Qatar

Video available at https://youtu.be/JqxaRm3KFJc

Cartier’s “motto” is either we do it perfect
or we don’t do it. We passed the test with
congratulations from the client’s team.
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Samsung
Galaxy Fold
Digitek is known for favoring elegance and
including it in every touch. This was exactly the
approach we implemented to produce
Samsung's VIP event that witnessed the launch
of the new Galaxy Fold. With a minimalistic and
elegant set-up, the VIP guests had the chance
to experience an immersive and
groundbreaking technology with the new
Samsung phone. Digitek worked hard to mirror
the same values and characteristics that the
new Galaxy Fold represents and apply it to the
overall experience of that exclusive event.

C

Private
Corporate
Event

Date
2019
Attendants
VIP private event
Location
Doha, Qatar

Video available at https://youtu.be/fc9pRNH_F5M
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Umm Al Houl
Power Plant
Inauguration Ceremony
Digitek was commissioned the inauguration
event of the new Umm Al Houl power plant. A
new milestone in the energy sector in Qatar
for which we were honored to welcome His
Highness Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al-Thani.

For this on site event we installed a 3
domes set-up, creating an elegant venue
installation. And we produced as well
an astonishing °360 video mapping
projection covering the entire 20 meters
diameter dome surface. Digitek was also
responsible for the entire video production
of the 10 minutes documentary portraying
the plant process until its inauguration.

Date
March, 2019
Attendants
300 pax
Location
Umm Al Houl Power Plant,
Doha
Video available at https://youtu.be/3YKcDrkXWhs
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Together For Good
Launch Moment
Galeries Lafayette Doha wanted to pay
a special tribute to Ramadan through the
“TOGETHER FOR GOOD” initiative.
A campaign created, designed and
executed by Digitek to honor the real and
deep meaning of sharing, while statistics
show that an amazing 30% of the clothes
we buy are never worn.

Date
2019
Attendants
Press gathering event
Location
21 High st
Doha, Qatar

An event to celebrate the brand’s view on a
more sustainable fashion industry, and launch
with an uplifting spirit what became a big
success also on Social Media, but most off
all in actual results for the true protagonists,
the people in need.
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Audemars Piguet
New Collection
Presentation
The famous Swiss luxury brand
commissioned Digitek the presentation of
their new collection in Qatar. To keep up to
the expectation of such high quality
products introduction, we cerated a
dreamlike scenic installation where all the
details were meticulously aligned with the
brand’s DNA. From the moment the guest
were welcomed, one surprise after another,
their imagination was pushed to the limits
with a theatrical display of endless
imagination.

Date
February, 2019
Attendants
500 pax
Location
Museum of Islamic Art,
Doha
Video available at https://youtu.be/Tg8H1zoV6qc

The event took place in the Museum of
Islamic Art, a challenging venue
environment that offered an architecture
we used to enhance the creative concept.
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Em Sherif
New Restaurant
Opening
The first doors opening event of a new
restaurant can be the a beautiful creativity
celebration, and that’s how we faced the
new Em Sherif opening in Doha.
A small size event where every single detail
was carefully pushed to the limit of
aesthetic innovation. The theatrical
surrounding design, wardrobe, make-up and
choreography were created from the
ground up to mesmerize our guests from
the very moment they entered this new
restaurant. Of course, a beautifully designed
menu became the perfect bow for an
unforgettable night.

Date
January, 2019
Attendants
150 pax
Location
Em Sherif Restaurant,
Doha
Video available at https://youtu.be/1t8atRXr158
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Laffan Refinery 2
Launching Ceremony
When it was time to launch its second
refinery, our client Qatar Gas trusted
Digitek to deliver an event that was
futuristic and mesmerizing.
Using a combination of light engineering,
laser art, music and dramatic theming,
Digitek elevated the occasion to a
magnificent celebration of success.

Date
2014
Attendants
1000 pax
Location
Qatar National
Convention Center.
Doha, Qatar.

Video available at https://youtu.be/1sY-Je0J2XQ
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Katara Plaza
International
Presentation
Digitek was proud to equip our parent
company the Ali Bin Ali Group to WOW the
international Press who gathered to witness
the unveiling of Katara Plaza. As Katara Plaza
is a place like no other, we used the full
power of 3D mapping to create a true to life
experience.
Our challenge was to digitally create the
entire Katara Plaza project and demonstrate
its ground-breaking features.
We accomplished this with with a
combination of Screen Projection and creative
skill, using technologies unveiled in Qatar for
the first time.

Date
2015
Attendants
800 pax
Location
Katara Plaza.
Doha, Qatar.

Video available at https://youtu.be/GIlrmEKvkcM
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Laffan Refinery 2
Stone-Laying Ceremony
Digitek’s team used its boundless
creativity to transform the massive Qatar
National Convention Centre in Doha into a
magical, captivating underwater world.
The event, held under the patronage of
The Emir of Qatar His Highness Sheikh
Tamim Bin Hamad Al Thani and was
attended by the highest ranking VVIPs of
the energy industry.

Date
2012
Attendants
1000 pax
Location
Qatar National
Convention Center.
Doha, Qatar.

Video available at https://youtu.be/7tWZmAtIXX0

We deployed the magic of 3D Mapping
Technology and combined it with a sense
of elegant theatre to deliver a high-end
event that perfectly reflected the ambitions
of our client.
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Private Corporate
Gala Night Event
At Digitek we commit to the goal of
making every event memorable and
meaningful. When a top-tier private
company retained our services to event
manage their Corporate Gala Night,
we focussed on delivering a world class
display of aesthetic brilliance. Digitek
brought down an international dance
troupe.

Date
2014
Attendants
VIP private event
Location
Doha, Qatar

The guests were entertained by a
group of Japanese Drummers and were
enchanted by witness the dance an
International dance troupe that was a
true crown jewel of entertainment for
the guests filled with vibrance and culture.
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Private Corporate
Gala Night Event
This event was so exclusive that Digitek
brought down Luc Petit’s Cirque du Soleil,
to entertain guests at the Gala. Those
present were fascinated by an unforgettable
performance curated
by the internationally acclaimed Belgian
artistic director, designer and creator
of shows.

Date
2012
Attendants
VIP private event
Location
Sheraton Hotel.
Doha, Qatar

Cirque du Soleil’s world class troupe
infused the event with magical
ambience and action.
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Private Corporate
Gala Night Event
The highlight of this Private Corporate
Gala event was an amazing Spanish
Dancers Ballet.
The Dance troupe sent alight the evening
with their incredible skills. And created an
ambience of sheer entertainment and
stagecraft.

Date
2017
Attendants
VIP private event
Location
Westin Hotel.
Doha, Qatar
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Richard Mille
Gala
For a Gala event hosted by the world
renown watchmaker Richard Mille, at
Digitek, we went above and beyond once
more. Because we are convinced that the
unexpected is more likely to be
remembered.
The environment for this night was the
famous and exclusive Nobu restaurant at
the Four Seasons Hotel in Doha, the
perfect framing for such a special night.

Date
2016
Attendants
VIP private event
Location
Four Season Hotel.
Nobu Restaurant.
Doha, Qatar

Video available at https://youtu.be/aLXFDdbC5FE
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Private Corporate
Gala Night Event
Digitek thrives on the challenge of creating
whole new worlds at our events.

Date
2013

For this Private Corporate Gala Night
we brought in a large contingent of
Swan Lake dancers who performed
their flawless craft on ice.

Attendants
VIP private event
Location
Doha, Qatar
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Qatar Squash Federation
Opening Ceremony
Digitek believes that opening ceremonies
have got to be crafted to take the guest’s
breath away. That is why on behalf of the
Qatar Squash Federation we delivered
beyond our client’s expectations.

Date
2015

At the opening ceremony we created a
lasting memory by bringing in a group of
entertainers who used LED dresses that
reflected an ocean theme. The astounding
display captivating.

Location
Qatar Squash
Federation.
Doha, Qatar

Attendants
1000 pax

Video available at https://youtu.be/mHzZwbFqOB0
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Richard Mille Exhibitions,
Ladies Breakfasts and
“Paris Saint-Germain”
presentation
For this event our team took audience
experience to a new high.
We transformed the boutique into an
elegant boudoir with a refined interior
design style and elements true to the
Richard Mille brand.

Date
2017
Attendants
VIP private event
Location
Doha, Qatar

We used red roses in abundance and
emerged the guests into a Richard Mille
universe.
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Fauchon &
CioccolatItaliani
Brands Launching
Digitek organized the perfect glamorous
opening for the French patisserie
FAUCHON and Cioccolaitalini in Lagoona
Mall.
Sometimes bigger is better if that
means surprising our guest from the
very beginning. A huge present ribbon
was the perfect decoration to portray
how can a certain brands become
a gift for its visitors.

Date
2016
Attendants
VIP private event
Location
Lagoona Mall.
Doha, Qatar

Video available at https://youtu.be/JfVTT06I_Hw
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Entertainment
At Digitek we pride ourselves with our magnificent network of international artists.
No matter the occasion, creativity is limitless, dazzlement is guaranteed.
From regional singers to European acrobats,
we promise experiences that elevates feelings and induce engagement
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Contact us
+974 44469427
info.digitek@alibinali.com
abadigitek.com
Follow us at
https://www.facebook.com
https://www.instagram.com
https://www.youtube.com

Digitek.Qatar
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